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Needed: a “Full Stop” Southwest Light Rail review 

By: Bob “Again” Carney Jr. 

 

Two weeks ago the proposed Southwest Light Rail budget blew up – again.  The current $2 billion 

number is now over double what it was originally -- before the Eden Prairie end was shifted to the job-

rich Golden Triangle.   

A “shocked and appalled” Governor Dayton quickly brought the project to a “Rolling Stop” -- declaring 

all options “on the table”, including a “no build” option. 

Unfortunately, as we’ll see, a Rolling Stop isn’t good enough.  This project must be brought to a “Full 

Stop”.  We need more time for a real and thorough review. 

The Star Tribune reported Metro Transit said $59 million has been spent so far.  But our real issue going 

forward isn’t what has been spent: Unless spending is frozen immediately, Minnesota taxpayers are 

budgeted to spend double that amount this year -- an additional $121.8 million. 

Let’s take a closer look at the Rolling Stop now in effect.   

At a May 6th Met Council meeting one member asked: “I wonder if alignment on some level also needs 

to be in play if you want to reach towards that 20% to 25% reduction?” 

Project Manager Mark Fuhrmann responded by explaining what I call the ”alignment trap”.  A shift along 

the current route, which runs partly in a tunnel through the Kenilworth Corridor -- a park for all practical 

purposes – would require a new Environmental study.  Fuhrmann said the resulting delay would mean a 

2020 opening “would not be achievable, and I’m not sure if FTA [the federal government] would keep 

the project on their pipeline for [a] full funding grant.” 

Furhmann also noted “Obama has one budged left”.  The Met Council must turn in an updated plan by 

about Labor Day of 2015 -- otherwise Southwest Light Rail can’t be in that budget. 

The Obama budget “window of opportunity” and the “alignment trap” – any alignment shift means we 

miss the deadline -- drove Council Chair Adam Duininck to his stated conclusion during last Wednesday’s 

Council’s meeting: LRT is the only real option. Duininck referred to the Governor’s directions, and paid 
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lip service to “due diligence”, but then summarized a day of meetings: “I think today, even just today, I 

would characterize it as a consensus emerged pretty strongly that we need to move forward on LRT, and 

figure out a way to cut the costs.” 

Here’s what all this boils down to:  In spite of talk about “other options” and “no build is on the table”, 

the Southwest Light Rail plan is making a Rolling Stop at the Met Council, which clearly, obviously, and, 

well… blatantly… intends it to roll right on to Washington-- with on-the-fly deep budget cuts, and an 

alignment that misses Uptown.   

So… we now face two possibilities, and they’re both bad.  Any hastily revised current plan would deliver 

a sub-optimal Light Rail Line (with a problematic budget).  However, if anything goes wrong again (it 

would be the fourth time for this project!) -- and federal dollars are cut or not available -- Minnesota will 

write off not $59 million, but closer to $200 million – what’s been spent already, and what’s set to be 

spent this year. 

This is no way to plan transit… or anything for that matter. 

This is why a Rolling Stop isn’t good enough.   

We need a Full Stop – with enough time for a real, honest look at all of our options – including all-bus 

alternatives, a new alignment that reaches Uptown, and a hybrid mix of Light Rail and buses in the 

Southwest Corridor.   Here’s what the Legislature can and should do in this year’s Transportation bill: 

First – immediately freeze all spending on Southwest Light Rail until at least next year.  This 

could save us up to $100 million. 

Second – earmark some of that $100 million to make sure Metro Transit is fully funded for the 

next two years – with no service or job cuts. 

If Governor Dayton and the DFL are serious about a real review of the Southwest Light Rail mess, 

everyone should be on board with this. 

-------------- 
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